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Human land use and especially forestry activities have led to drastic changes 
of the forest landscape, resulting in high fragmentation. Loss of oldgrowth 
forests, deciduous forests, dead wood and natural processes like forest fires 
are affecting a wide range of species, of which many today are redlisted. 
One critically endangered species in Sweden is the white-backed woodpecker 
Dendrocopos leucotos. The species used to be widespread in most parts of 
Sweden hundred years ago, but today only a few pairs remain. This thesis deals 
with the woodpecker and its habitats around the Baltic Sea region, Northern 
Europe. To be able to understand crucial circumstances for occurrence of 
woodpeckers in fragmented forest landscapes, a regional population of the 
species in Sweden were studied and compared with territories in Finland and 
Latvia. Breeding territory composition and fragmentation were analyzed, as 
well as methods of increasing food supply by artificially made dead wood. 
In an attempt to vitalizing the remnant Swedish population, restocking of 
captive bred and wild caught specimen were tested. The results shed lights 
on threshold levels for suitable habitats, critical levels of fragmentation, pos-
sibilities to artificially increase food supply and on important features for 
successful captive breeding and restocking of white-backed woodpeckers.
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